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Abstract

The problem of determining the equation coefficients is an inverse ill-posed
problem. The inverse problem for the parabolic equations for example, history
matching problem for reservoir simulation, diffusion and thermo-conductivity
problems, has been considered. The flow is known to be continuous for the so-
lutions of parabolic equations. It means that the values of the gradient normal
components in two neighbouring cells is inversely proportional to the coeffi-
cients of the equation. If the ratios of the diffusion coefficients are defined then
it is sufficient to determine the value of the diffusion coefficient only for one
cell. If needs to receive the smooth values of the data observed for determining
the gradients. Because of this the data have been represented with the spline
approximations when the splines of the local smooth approximations type (by
proff. Ryabenkii V.S) having been used. As a result we have received the sys-
tem of the linear algebraic equation which is an ill-posed problem especially
for the little steps of the grids. If needs to regularise the problem. The grid
for the spline approximation is coarse, the steps of this grid are larger than the
steps of observed values. The values of the coarse grid steps are the regulariza-
tion parameters. The steps are determined with the statistical criterion ( χ2,
Fisher or the information criterion). The results of the diffusion coefficients
reconstruction for the 2D diffusion problem are represented.
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